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Abstract

We present a comparison of semantic and syntactic proof methods for reasoning about typed assembly
languages in Coq. We make available our complete Coq developments for a simple and easily understood
benchmark system presenting both styles of soundness proof to the same interface. The syntactic proof is
standard subject reduction; the semantic proof uses Gödal Löb modal logic, shallowly embedded in Coq.
The proof style of the modal logic is flexible and facilitates experimental modifications to the underlying
machine. As an example of this flexibility, we discuss how to add fault tolerance to the list machine. In
addition, we discus how the the choice of proof methodology affects the trusted computing base of a typed
assembly language system.
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1 Introduction

We believe that semantic methods are useful for reasoning about typed assembly
languages but few head-to-head comparisons have been performed. We will remedy
that now. We choose a very simple typed assembly language, we fix the type system,
and we demonstrate both syntactic and semantic proofs of soundness in the same
logical framework.

We will show how the semantic proofs can be constructed in a modular and
extensible way. Then, we will demonstrate that extensibility by showing how to
build a fault tolerant typed assembly language and prove it sound.

While this toy example will be wonderful for comparing how these different
systems work, it is too small to tell us about the relative behavior of syntactic
and semantic styles as they scale up the industrial strength systems. Therefore,
in section 4 we will present measurements of industrial-strength systems and draw
conclusions about how they scale.

All of the type-safety proofs we will describe start with operational semantics on
an untyped language. The type system is some set of inference rules. A syntactic
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Fig. 1. Proof Organization

proof of type safety defines the typing operators as an inductive syntax and defines
the inference rules of the type system as an inductive definition and proceeds by
subject reduction [16]. A semantic proof gives a denotation of each operator of the
type system as some sort of predicate on the state of the operational semantics, and
proceeds by proving each typing rule as a derived lemma from the denotations [3].
There are also intermediate styles in which the syntax of types is inductive but the
rules are proved semi-semantically. We demonstrate that the purely syntactic and
the purely semantic styles, but it is a strength of our benchmark Coq development
that Adam Chlipala found it easy to demonstrate his mixed syntactic/semantic
approach in our framework

2 A Semantic Type-Safety Proof

Appel and Leroy suggested the list-machine benchmark as a way to compare logical
frameworks for machine-verified proofs involving typed assembly languages [4]. The
original benchmark was used to compare two soundness proofs, using the syntactic
method, in two different proof assistants, Twelf and Coq. For the research in this
paper we have produced an updated version of this benchmark. 1 One of the major
goals of this update was to examine the difference between semantic and syntactic
proof methods in a single proof assistant (Coq). We provide fully-worked machine-
checked proofs in both the syntactic and semantic styles. We expect that most
readers will be familiar with the standard syntactic subject-reduction approach,

1 The entire proof development is available at http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/listmachine/2.0.
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l ::= L0,L1,L2, . . . labels

v ::= v0,v1,v2, . . . variables

a ::= l label values

| cons(a0, a1) cons cell vaues

ρ ::= v ⇀ a register banks

Ψ ::= l ⇀ ι programs

ι ::= jump v indirect jump to register v

| get-label l v load label l into v

| branch-if -nil v l if v = L0 go to l

| fetch-field v 0 v′ fetch the head of v into v′

| fetch-field v 1 v′ fetch the tail of v into v′

| cons v0 v1 v′ make a cons cell in v′

| halt stop executing

| ι0 ; ι1 sequential composition

Fig. 2. Syntax of listmachine programs

and thus we will focus here on the methods used to construct the semantic proof.

2.1 Definitions and Proof Organization

The overall organization of the proof is given in Figure 1. The syntax and oper-
ational semantics of the 2.0 list-machine are given in Figures 2 and 3. This cor-
responds to the boxes labeled “Syntax” and “Operational Semantics” in the proof
organization diagram. Syntax definitions are given in a pseudo-BNF form; we write
α ⇀ β to indicate a finite partial map with keys of type α and elements of type β.

The type system we will prove sound is given in Figure 4. This type system is
given in a standard way by defining the syntax of types, a subsumption relation on
types, and a set of allowed inference rules for building typing derivations. For the
purposes of our soundness proof, we consider the type constructors and the rules
relating them a specification of the typing discipline. This notion is made formal
via the Coq module system by defining a module signature. 2 This signature is
corresponds to the box labeled “Type System Specification” in the proof diagram.

We separately define a typechecking algorithm (the box labeled “Typechecking
Algorithm”) and prove that the algorithm is sound with respect to the type sys-
tem; that is, that each step of the algorithm is justified by one of the rules of the
type system. This portion of the proof is agnostic to the proof method we have
chosen (semantic or syntactic). We formalize this indifference by placing the proof
in a module functor which is parameterized by an implementation of the type sys-
tem signature. This proof corresponds to the box labeled “Typechecker Soundness
Proof.”

To prove that the typechecking algorithm is sound, it suffices to show that the
type system is sound. When we say that the type system is sound, we mean that if
the whole-program typing judgment holds on a program, then it is safe to jump to
the entry label (label L0) of that program with any initial register bank. We have
proved this safety property using both syntactic and semantic methods. However,
as mentioned above, here we will describe only the semantic proof method. We
expect most readers will already be familiar with the syntactic method.

2 A signature is the type of a module. A signature may include parameters, definitions, inductive types,
and the statements of theorems (but not their proofs). Parameters and stated theorems must be provided
by modules implementing the signature.
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(ρ, (ι1; ι2); ι3)
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι1; (ι2; ι3))

step-seq

ρ(v) = l Ψ(l) = ι′

(ρ, jump v)
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι′)

step-jump

ρ(v) = cons(a0, a1) ρ[v′ := a0] = ρ′

(ρ, (fetch-field v 0 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-fetch-0

ρ(v) = cons(a0, a1) ρ[v′ := a1] = ρ′

(ρ, (fetch-field v 1 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-fetch-1

ρ[v := l] = ρ′

(ρ,get-label l v; ι)
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-getlabel

ρ(v) = cons(a0, a1)

(ρ, (branch-if -nil v l; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι)

step-no-branch

ρ(v) = L0 Ψ(l) = ι′

(ρ, (branch-if -nil v l; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι′)

step-branch

ρ(v0) = a0 ρ(v1) = a1 ρ[v′ := cons(a0, a1)] = ρ′

(ρ, (cons v0 v1 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-cons

Fig. 3. Small-step operational semantics

Our proof strategy for the semantic proof is as follows:

(i) Build a generic library for defining modal specification logics for programming
languages (Modal Model Library).

(ii) Use the library to define a specification logic specific to list-machine programs
(Modal Specification Logic).

(iii) Define the Hoare triple within the specification logic, prove the soundness of
Hoare rules for each instruction, and demonstrate that the definition of the
Hoare judgment is sufficient for program safety (List-machine Hoare logic).

(iv) Show that the rules of the type system are specializations of the Hoare rules
(Semantic Soundness Proof).

2.2 Step (i): Modal Model Library

We first define our logic as a shallow embedding of a heterogeneous multimodal
logic [9]. This is accomplished by defining statements of the specification logic to be
predicates on worlds. In the portion of the proof that comprises the generic library,
we make as few assumptions about worlds as reasonably possible. By defining
our specification logic this way, we obtain a powerful system which includes: all the
usual logical connectives of higher-order logic including impredicative quantification;
a suite of useful modal operators; and a powerful recursion operator.

2.3 Step (ii): Modal Specification Logic

In the next step, we specialize the generic library to the list-machine setting by
defining a suitable set of worlds. For the list machine, we define worlds as tuples
of the form (n, ρ, a), where n, a natural number, is the “age” of the world, ρ is
the register bank, and a is a value. The world age is a proof artifact that allows
the construction of the fixpoint operator, whereas the register bank and value com-
ponents allows our logic to express statements of interest in the problem domain.
For example, we need to define and reason about statements like “this value is the
distinguished nil label, L0,” “this value is a cons cell,” or “this finite map of pred-
icates correctly describes the register bank.” These predicates depend directly on
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the contents of the world, and therefore cannot be defined within the generic library
(which knows nothing about the contents of worlds).

Once we define predicates for stating that values are nil or cons cells, we can use
the generic recursion operator to define the “list” predicate in the usual way; that
is, we say that a list is either a nil or a cons with a data item in the first slot and a
list in the second slot.

Shifting our perspective slightly, we can view predicates, which state properties
of values, as types. In other words, we use the specification logic to give a direct
semantics for the types of our type system.

2.4 Step (iii): List-machine Hoare Logic

Now that we have defined the specification logic and the semantics of the necessary
type constructors, we need a way to show that the typing rules are sound. To do
this we first define a general Hoare logic. It turns out that we can define the Hoare
triple for this language via reduction to a more primitive notion of guarding.[2] We
say that a predicate p “guards” instruction i if it is safe to execute i whenever p
holds. Then, the Hoare triple {p}i{q}, is defined as:

∀i′, q 8 i′ → p 8 (i; i′)

where 8 is the symbol for guards and semicolon denotes instruction sequencing.
Because our specification logic includes higher-order logic, we can define the Hoare
triple directly using a definition quite similar to this one. 3

Now we can prove lemmas corresponding to the Hoare rules for the list-machine.
The proofs proceed by unfolding the definition of the Hoare triple and showing how
executing the instruction i, when p holds, is sufficient to show that q holds on the
resulting state and thus we can use the assumption that q guards the following
instruction i′.

One notable difference between the semantic and syntactic approaches is that,
in a syntactic system, typing rules are axioms (typically introduced by an inductive
definition) whereas in a semantic proof, typing rules are simply lemmas proved via
the definition of the typing judgment.

2.5 Step (iv): Semantic Soundness Proof

Once we have proved the correctness of the Hoare rules, we can use them to justify
the rules of our type system. This almost always involves using a weakening lemma
to show that the typing rule is just a weaker form of the Hoare rule. Demonstrating
the appropriate implications is usually straightforward.

Finally, we rely on the semantic definitions of the type judgments to conclude
that the type system is sufficient for safety. Because we defined the Hoare triple
in terms of guarding (which in turn is defined in terms of program safety), it is
easy to show that derivations constructed using the type system (and therefore the
underlying Hoare logic) are sufficient for program safety.

3 The actual definition also must reference the program Ψ to account for control flow.
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τ ::= nil The value L0

| list τ List of τ

| listcons τ Non-nil list of τ

Γ ::= v ⇀ τ Type environments

Π ::= l ⇀ Γ Program typings

Subtyping

τ ⊂ τ sub-refl

nil ⊂ list τ
sub-nil

τ ⊂ τ ′

list τ ⊂ list τ ′ sub-list

τ ⊂ τ ′

listcons τ ⊂ list τ ′ sub-listmixed

τ ⊂ τ ′

listcons τ ⊂ listcons τ ′ sub-listcons

∀l, τ0. Γ0(l) = τ0 → ∃τ1. Γ1(l) = τ1 ∧ τ0 ⊂ τ1
Γ0 ⊂ Γ1

sub-env

Instruction typings. Individual instructions are typed by a judgement Π `instr Γ{ι}Γ′. The intuition is
that, under program-typing Π, the Hoare triple Γ{ι}Γ′ relates precondition Γ to postcondition Γ′.

Π `instr Γ{ι1}Γ′ Π `instr Γ′{ι2}Γ′′

Π `instr Γ{ι1; ι2}Γ′′ chk-seq

Γ(v) = list τ Π(l) = Γ1 Γ′ ⊂ Γ1

Γ[v := nil] = Γ′ Γ[v := listcons τ ] = Γ′′

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil v l}Γ′′ chk-br-list

Γ(v) = listcons τ

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil v l}Γ chk-br-cons

Γ(v) = nil Π(l) = Γ1 Γ ⊂ Γ1

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil v l}Γ′ chk-br-nil

Γ[v := nil] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{get-label L0 v}Γ′ chk-getnil

Γ(v) = listcons τ Γ[v′ := τ ] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{fetch-field v 0 v′}Γ′ chk-fetch-0

Γ(v) = listcons τ Γ[v′ := list τ ] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{fetch-field v 1 v′}Γ′ chk-fetch-1

Γ(v0) = τ0 τ0 ⊂ τ ′ τ1 ⊂ list τ ′

Γ(v1) = τ1 Γ[v := listcons τ ′] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{cons v0 v1 v}Γ′ chk-cons

Block typings. A block is an instruction that does not (statically) continue with another instruction,
because it ends with a halt or a jump.

Π; Γ `block halt
chk-block-halt

Π `instr Γ{ι1}Γ′ Π; Γ′ `block ι2

Π; Γ `block ι1; ι2
chk-block-seq

Π(l) = Γ1 Γ ⊂ Γ1 v /∈ dom(Γ1)

Π; Γ `block (get-label l v; jump v)
chk-block-jump

Program typings. The judgement Π `blocks Ψ means that the blocks Ψ are well-typed in the program-
typing Π.

∀l, ι. Ψ(l) = ι→ ∃Γ. Π(l) = Γ ∧Π; Γ `block ι

Π `blocks Ψ
chk-blocks

Fig. 4. Simple type system

2.6 General Comments

One could be forgiven for thinking that this approach is needlessly complicated
for proving the soundness of a simple typechecker. It is true that proof-theoretic
approach to proving soundness for this typechecker is quite a bit simpler and shorter.
However, it is also the case that the semantic proof accomplishes more; it proves
soundness for a general Hoare logic. This general logic can be directly reused for
other theorems, e.g. the soundness proof for a more powerful type system. In other
words, steps (i), (ii) and (iii) in the above list are reusable. This, we claim, is a
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major advantage of the semantic methods.
The primary difference between the semantic and syntactic proofs, in terms

of the difficulty of constructing them, involves where the mental effort is primarily
expended. In the syntactic proof, intermediate lemmas proceed by structural induc-
tion. Finding the correct induction hypothesis can sometimes be difficult and may
require tricks like generalizing the hypothesis, complete induction on depths, prov-
ing two related lemmas simultaneously, etc. All these techniques are well known,
but discovering the correct application to solve a theorem of interest is something
of an art, especially as the theorem becomes more complicated.

In contrast, mental energy in the the semantic proof is concentrated primarily
on getting definitions correct. For example, the definition of the “pair” predicate is
rather subtle; it includes the application of several modal operators to the subpred-
icates that, while not strictly necessary, significantly simplify later proofs. Unlike
inductive proofs, the bag of tricks for defining correct and useful semantic defini-
tions is not well known. Perhaps a useful battery of techniques will emerge as we
acquire additional experience with this proof method.

3 An Example: Fault-Tolerant List Machine

A transient hardware fault occurs when an energetic particle strikes a transistor,
causing it to change state [15]. The result is that bits in registers, memory, or
other processing components may be corrupted. While relatively infrequent on
most current hardware, such faults have resulted in significant damage in a number
of well-publicized cases [15].

In order to provide some degree of software reliability in the face of transient
faults, a number of researchers have proposed developing compilers that insert ad-
ditional checking code into programs for the purpose of guaranteeing fault tolerance
[10,13]. The typical difficulty these efforts run into is that the front end of the com-
piler introduces redundancy for fault tolerance and the back end cleverly removes
redundancy by common subexpression elimination [13]. One cannot tell by running
the program whether it is properly fault tolerant because it appears to work just
fine.

Therefore, Perry et al. [11] propose that a special kind of proof-carrying code
can guarantee that the output of the compiler is properly fault tolerant. That is,
they have developed a fault-tolerant typed assembly language (FTTAL). They prove
this sound, on paper, using syntactic techniques.

In this section, we will explain how to extend the operational semantics and
type system for the list machine so as to model and check fault-tolerant code. Our
fault tolerant type system is simpler and weaker than the work done by Perry
[11]. Nevertheless, the extension is quite a radical departure from the originally
anticipated goals of the list machine, and consequently, it provides an interesting
and challenging test case for the experimental framework.
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ι ::= jump vG vB indirect jump to register vG if vG = vB

| get-label c l v load label l into v

| branch-if -nil vG vB l if vG = vB = L0 go to l, else if vG = vB = cons(a0, a1), fall though

| fetch-field v 0 v′ fetch the head of v into v′

| fetch-field v 1 v′ fetch the tail of v into v′

| cons v0 v1 v′ make a cons cell in v′

| halt stop executing

| fault fault state

| ι0 ; ι1 sequential composition

Fig. 5. Syntax of fault-tolerant list machine

3.1 Overview

The first step in the development of a framework for fault tolerance is to decide upon
the fault model. In our case, we will adopt the Single Event Upset (SEU) model,
which assumes that no more than one fault will occur during a run of the program.
In addition, we will assume that faults only occur in machine registers. These are
relatively standard assumptions in the literature (single-bit errors in memory are
adequately detected by ECC). These assumptions will be modeled by altering the
operational semantics of the list machine, as discussed in the upcoming sections.

Once we understand the fault model, we must come up with a fault tolerant
solution. In our case, the solution is to compute every observable program result
twice and to check the two results against one another. If we detect a difference
between the two results, we abort the program and signal an error. 4 In order for this
solution to work properly, neither of the two redundant computations must depend
upon the other. For example, if computation 1 produces a value, then computation
2 is not allowed to use that value. Otherwise, a single fault can percolate to both
computations and avoid detection. Hence, the central job of the type system for
fault tolerance is to guarantee the independence of the two computations. If it does
so correctly, it will guarantee a strong reliability property: If a fault-free run of a
program successfully executes to completion and delivers a final value v, then in
any faulty run of that program, either:

(i) the fault will be detected and the program will terminate in the special “fault
state”, or

(ii) the fault will be completely masked and the program will terminate successfully
and deliver the correct final value v.

The type system accomplishes its task primarily by assigning colors to values.
Blue values are created and manipulated by computation 1 while Green values are
created and manipulated by computation 2. The type system ensures that new Blue
values are only constructed from other Blue values and likewise for Green values.
The following subsections will describe the type system in further detail.

3.2 The Modified List Machine

Consider a source language statement, if e 6= nil then A else B. In list-machine
assembly language, there will be a block of instructions computing e into some

4 More sophisticated systems both detect and recover from faults. We have chosen to omit recovery
procedures in our toy example.
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(ρ, (ι1; ι2); ι3)
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι1; (ι2; ι3))

step-seq

ρ(vG) = l ρ(vB) = l Ψ(l) = ι′

(ρ, jump vG vB)
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι′)

step-jump

ρ(vG) = l ρ(vB) = l′ l 6= l′

(ρ, jump vG vB)
Ψ7→ (ρ, fault)

step-jump-fault

ρ[v := l] = ρ′

(ρ,get-label c l v; ι)
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-getlabel

ρ(v) = cons(a0, a1)

ρ[v′ := a0] = ρ′

(ρ, (fetch-field v 0 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-fetch-0

ρ(v) = cons(a0, a1)

ρ[v′ := a1] = ρ′

(ρ, (fetch-field v 1 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-fetch-1

ρ(vG) = cons(a0, a1) ρ(vB) = cons(a0, a1)

(ρ, (branch-if -nil vG vB l; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι)

step-no-branch

ρ(vG) = L0 ρ(vB) = L0 Ψ(l) = ι′

(ρ, (branch-if -nil vG vB l; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ, ι′)

step-branch

ρ(vG) 6= ρ(vB)

(ρ, (branch-if -nil vG vB l; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ, fault)

step-branch-fault

ρ(v0) = a0 ρ(v1) = a1 ρ[v′ := cons(a0, a1)] = ρ′

(ρ, (cons v0 v1 v′; ι))
Ψ7→ (ρ′, ι)

step-cons

Fig. 6. Small-step fault-tolerant operational semantics

register r, followed by, branch-if -nil r l. In order to protect this branch from the
influence of a fault, we compute another value r′ independently of r. In the SEU
model, only one of these registers can be corrupt; if the two registers are equal, then
no fault could have taken place. We wish to test r = r′ for fault detection and we
wish to test r = L0 to implement the program logic. If we do these tests sequentially,
we might be so unlucky as to experience a bit flip in between the two instructions.
Therefore the fault-tolerant list machine has a special branch instruction of the form
branch-if -nil r r′ l to do both comparisons at once. It can have three outcomes.
If r 6= r′ then it transitions to the fault state. If r = r′ = L0, the instruction will
jump to label l, otherwise it will fall through. The fault state is reached only when
both a bit flip has occurred and when some fault-tolerant code has detected this
and reported it.

The same concept applies to the jump instruction. In real machines, the load
and store instruction would behave this way, too, but the list machine does not have
those instructions.

It is common in typed assembly languages to admit annotations that have no
operational effect but assist in type inference. We do that here: the get-label
instruction is annotated with a color.

3.3 The Modified World

Recall that our standard list-machine state (world) has four components: the time-
to-live, the (ideal) store, the current instruction block, and a value.

We want to prove that any faulty execution behaves in a certain way relative
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to the fault-free execution. In order to do that, we must keep track of both the
possibly faulty state and the ideal state where no fault has occurred. To do this, we
add six fields to the world. First, we add an oracle which tells us when and how a
fault will occur. The oracle is composed of which register will be directly corrupted
by the fault, the (random) value that it will take upon being corrupted, and the
time at which the fault will occur. Since we wish to keep track of the ideal store and
the the possibly faulty store, we treat the original store as the ideal store and add
a faulty-store to the world. Another field is used to record the color of the register
at the time it is corrupted by the fault. We add a color store to map registers to
colors. Like the time-to-live component, the color store is used solely by the proofs
and has no operational effect.

3.4 The Modified Typechecking Algorithm

Section 3.2 introduced the necessity for having two independent, but equal, com-
putations to detect faults. For example, the branch instructions take two registers
which are assumed to be independent. We add colors to the algorithmic typechecker
to allow us to prove that two registers are truly independent. When a blue value
is computed, only blue registers may be used; likewise for green values. The only
exception are instructions that detect faults by comparing blue and green registers.
When an instruction stores a value to a register, that register assumes the color of
the registers read by the instruction. Literal values have no color so the typechecker
must be told what color to assume. This is why we annotate get-label with a color.

3.5 Fault Tolerance Theorems

The two main theorems we want to prove are, for a well-typed program:

• a fault does not induce undefined behavior
• faulty executions simulate fault-free executions

Simulation is satisfied for the zap tag, Z, when: if Z is not set (no fault), then the
fault store is equal to the store, and if Z is set, then the fault store is equal to the
store for all but registers colored Z. We have stated both these theorems in this
system.

3.6 Fault Tolerance Proofs

The proofs of these theorems are still in progress. So far we have encountered
no significant obstacles to using the semantic technique for this purpose. In the
remainder of this section we will sketch our approach.

The first step is to model how faults will occur. The list machine uses the
step relation for small-step operational semantics extensively. In order to model
both faulty and fault-free executions at the same time, we will wrap the use of this
relation with a new definition, step’, that asserts the step relation for both the
fault-free execution, stated just as before, and the faulty execution. For the faulty
execution, step’ uses the faulty store and asserts that if a fault occurs at this step,
then the faulty register will obtain the faulty value from the world. The other main
definition that must change is the definition of a safe machine state: with fault
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C ::= Green | Blue Colors

Γ ::= v ⇀ (C, τ) Type environments

Γ(vG) = (G, list τ) Γ(vB) = (B, list τ)

Π(l) = Γ1 Γ′ ⊂ Γ1

Γ[vG := (G, nil)][vB := (B, nil)] = Γ′

Γ[vG := (G, listcons τ)][vB := (B, listcons τ)] = Γ′′

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil vG vB l}Γ′′ chk-br-list

Γ(vG) = (G, listcons τ) Γ(vB) = (B, listcons τ)

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil vG vB l}Γ chk-br-cons

Γ(vG) = (G, nil) Π(l) = Γ1
Γ(vB) = (B, nil) Γ ⊂ Γ1

Π `instr Γ{branch-if -nil vG vB l}Γ′ chk-br-nil

Γ[v := (c,nil)] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{get-label c L0 v}Γ′ chk-getnil

Γ(v) = (c, listcons τ) Γ[v′ := (c, τ)] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{fetch-field v 0 v′}Γ′ chk-fetch-0

Γ(v) = (c, listcons τ) Γ[v′ := (c, list τ)] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{fetch-field v 1 v′}Γ′ chk-fetch-1

Γ(v0) = (c, τ0) τ0 ⊂ τ ′ τ1 ⊂ list τ ′

Γ(v1) = (c, τ1) Γ[v := (c, listcons τ ′)] = Γ′

Π `instr Γ{cons v0 v1 v}Γ′ chk-cons

Π(l) = Γ1 Γ ⊂ Γ1 v /∈ dom(Γ1)

Π; Γ `block (get-label G l vG; get-label B l vB ; jump vG vB)
chk-block-jump

Fig. 7. Fault-tolerant type system. Only the modified rules are shown.

tolerance, a safe state is one that can either take another step, is halted, or is in a
fault state.

As a result, the typechecking proofs and various safety proofs will have to be
modified to deal with both computations. The fault-free run won’t cause much
trouble because it is independent of fault-tolerance. The faulty run will be divided
into two cases: whether a fault has occurred or not. The case when a fault has
not yet occurred is proved just like for the non-faulty computation. When a fault
has occurred, the difficulty in adjusting the proofs will vary depending on each
type of instruction. Instructions with the fewest register accesses in their small-step
relation premises will be the easiest to accommodate because the possibility of a
fault will not require so many cases to be explored. Otherwise, an instruction must
hold after unfolding many cases involving which register is corrupt to eventually
show that either the instruction will transition to the fault state or step to another
instruction.

3.7 Semantic vs Syntactic Proofs for Fault Tolerance

For such a simple system, we cannot determine whether a syntactic proof or se-
mantic proof is easiest for proving fault tolerance. The use of the step’ relation,
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combining both faulty and fault-free executions, causes many proofs to quadruple
in size when adding fault tolerance, but most added cases require redundant proofs.
This suggests that a set of simple tactics could be applied to dramatically reduce
the amount of work needed to be done to update the proofs to the point that only
the interesting cases need be proved.

4 How semantic and syntactic methods scale

How do the syntactic and semantic methods scale to industrial-strength TALs? We
cannot use the list-machine TAL to answer that question, as it’s far too simple and
elegant. Instead we analyze two large projects, the Princeton Foundational Proof-
Carrying Code (FPCC) project [1], and the Carnegie Mellon ConCert project [8].
Each of these is a typed assembly language for ML compiled to a real machine
(Sparc, and a subset of x86, respectively). A big difference between the two ap-
proaches, however, was that FPCC used semantic methods to prove its type system
sound, whereas ConCert used syntactic methods.

Each was developed in the Twelf proof assistant. Because both systems were
written using LF, it is reasonable to measure quantitatively the size of the devel-
opments. Consider a proof P of a theorem T , in a logic L, checked by a machine
M . Errors in P will be caught by M , so P does not need to be trusted. The size
of P is of interest (because it affects the human cost of verification). But the sizes
of T, L, and M are critical because errors in the statement of the theorem, in the
rules of a logic, or in the implementation of a checker, will not be caught except
by careful human examination of those components. These components form the
trusted computing base (TCB), and it is those components we measure here.

FPCC and ConCert both guarantee a memory safety property by relying on
trustworthy TCBs. That is, the theorem T is memory safety (and thus this theorem
must include a specification of the instruction-set semantics of the target machine).
Both systems guarantee memory safety by providing a type system and proving
that well-typed programs obey the memory policy. That is, the specification of the
type system is part of the proof P , and is not part of the specification of T . In
other words, the type system was only used to prove a program was consistent with
the memory policy, meaning that the policy had to be trusted, but not the type
system.

In each system, T includes: axioms relevant to machine computation (e.g. the
definition of modular arithmetic); a machine definition (of the SPARC for FPCC
or a subset of x86 for ConCert), a policy (the statement of the memory safety
property), and a runtime system (used by secured programs).

The logic LFPCC is LF; the logic LConCert is LF metatheory, which is not the
same thing! Although FPCC was developed in Twelf, all of its theorems are stated
as LF types, and all proofs are constructed as lambda expressions satisfying those
types. That is, proof checking is just LF type checking. That is, MFPCC is just a
type checker. As part of the Princeton FPCC project, the Flit type-checker was
developed. Flit is a very minimal LF typechecker written in 800 lines of C using no
libraries [5]. In contrast, ConCert uses the metatheory of Twelf as its logic: modes,
totality, and coverage checking. Thus, MConCert is a substantially larger software
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FPCC ConCert

Axioms 6,136 2,808

Machine Def. 16,624 16,577

Policy 1,198 524

Runtime 197 3,973

Checker 4,353 326,937

Fig. 8. Token count of TCB components

system.
At the moment, no minimal metatheorem checker comparable to Flit exists.

However we speculate that since, in general, checking metatheorems is harder than
checking theorems, such a system would be substantially larger than Flit.

The simplest meaningful measurement of TCB complexity is a token count (ig-
noring comments). The results of this count are contained in Figure 8.

Before taking into account the checkers, the TCBs of the two systems are compa-
rable in size. The axioms of FPCC are approximately twice as long as for ConCert,
but this is due to the fact that ConCert is taking advantage of a much more power-
ful checker. The machine definitions are almost exactly the same size. FPCC has a
moderately larger policy than ConCert; however ConCert does have a substantially
larger runtime system. Therefore, before the checker is taken into account, the two
are almost exactly equal (24,155 for FPCC vs. 24,001 for ConCert).

What additions would be required if we wished to enforce a richer policy than
memory safety, such as guaranteeing that modules obeyed their type interfaces?
Two basic changes are required. First, we must update the policy to add this
additional property. Furthermore, since the policy now makes reference to the type
system, we must include a definition of the type system in the trusted base (in
T , not in P ). Would it be better to include a semantic definition or a syntactic
definition of the type system?

A key observation is that the definition size of the two methods scales differently.
In general, a semantic system requires a new definition (the denotation of a type
operator) whenever a new type constructor is added, whereas a syntactic system re-
quires a new definition (a typing judgment) whenever a new expression constructor
is added. In a toy system, it is common for the number of expression constructors
to be limited to just those which can showcase a new typing feature, but in a real
setting such as the SPARC processor, the number of expression constructors dwarfs
the number of type constructors. 5 Since FPCC defines its type system semantically,
whereas ConCert defines its syntactically, we can see how these factors actually bal-
ance in a large system. For additional comparison, we were able to measure the
FPCC type system as though it were syntactic by taking the typing lemmas, strip-
ping the proofs, and measuring the resulting axioms. The resulting measurements

5 One might think that an average semantic type definition would be larger than the average typing
judgment. This is often the case for toy systems; however, in realistic TALs the typing rules often have a
large number of complicated premises and it is not clear that the rules are simpler than the type definitions.
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Semantic FPCC Syntactic FPCC ConCert (XTALT) ConCert (TALT)

14,063 29,983 22,464 25,129

Fig. 9. Token count for type system definitions

are contained in Figure 9.
The apples-to-apples comparison is between Syntactic FPCC and TALT: both

of these are syntax-directed type systems; and indeed they have very similar sizes. 6

The difference between 30k and 25k is likely explained by the different SML com-
pilers and machine subsets that they cover.

The FPCC semantic definitions are about half the size of the syntactic defini-
tions. We believe that this is explained by the scaling law. Furthermore, suppose
each system (FPCC and ConCert) were to be extended to cover more machine
instructions generated by a fancier compiler. The scaling law would drive the com-
parison even more in favor of the semantic methods, since the syntactic type system
definitions would grow (more typing rules for more instructions) while the semantic
ones would remain constant. Therefore we conclude that in large, real systems,
defining a type system semantically instead of syntactically may result in a sub-
stantially smaller TCB.

5 Related Work

Perhaps the best-known work in the area of mechanized programming language
metatheory is the POPLmark challenge [6]. The concrete problem posed in
the POPLmark challenge differs from the work considered here considerably;
POPLmark focuses on the metatheory of F<: whereas we consider TALs. How-
ever, both are different means to the same end, the mechanization of metatheory.

The Liberty Group at Princeton have investigated a variety of software tech-
niques for automatically enhancing programs with fault tolerance [7,14,13]. In an
effort to better understand the issues behind fault tolerance, formal models of the
problem have been studied in the lambda calculus setting [15], and for typed as-
sembly language [11]. The fault-tolerant list-machine presented here follows in a
similar vein.

6 Conclusion

The list-machine 2.0 benchmark serves as a vehicle for communicating in an acces-
sible and concrete way how semantic proofs work, facilitates a direct head-to-head
comparison between different proof methods, and provides an experiment testbed
for innovations like fault tolerance.

After our experiments with semantic fault-tolerant TAL proofs, we hope to ex-
tend these techniques beyond the list machine to more realistic systems to real

6 XTALT is simpler than TALT because it is not obliged to be syntax-directed. On the other hand there
is no soundness proof for TALT; instead, the untrusted TALT is used (for each program) to produce a
derivation in XTALT, and it is XTALT that has a soundness proof. Since FPCC is both sound and syntax-
directed, derivations are not necessary in this way.
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compilers that generate fault-tolerant code. Perry et al. have described these more
realistic fault-tolerant TALs, but with paper proofs instead of machine-checked
proofs [11,12].

The semantic proof used by the list machine is potentially more scalable for
larger, more complex systems, as demonstrated by the comparison between FPCC
and ConCert. Syntactic proofs have been shown to be quick and easy to use for spe-
cialized systems, but tend to be cumbersome to maintain when constructing larger
systems, such as those found in conventional use. Once the overhead of implement-
ing a base logic for a semantic proof is complete, however, we have observed that
future additions to the proof are shorter and easier to implement than in a syntactic
proof. The list-machine 2.0 benchmark is an ongoing project that we hope invites
participation from those interested in trying alternate proof strategies and language
features in a controlled setting.
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